Asia collection encloses three different types of product:
VelvetonVelvet (AS218, AS245, AS246, AS248): is a 100% non woven
background covered with velvet on which is printed a velvet design, obtaining a thick and rich product, that can remind a soft and elegant carpet.
It is a very sophisticated technique, that nobody else is able to offer on the
wallcovering’s market. MineralPlain (AS161-AS168): is an unordinary
plain realized with a shiny mineral fabric, that is back-printed to confer
it a stronger materiality. VelvetonMineral (AS111-AS158): it uses MineralPlain product as a base and beautiful velvet designs are printed on
it. The result is impressive: geometric shapes, stripes and lush damasks
emerge from a sparkling background, which changes according to the
reflection of the light. The beauty of this product doesn’t lie only in its
aesthetic features, but also in the technical ones: it is washable, extremly
resistant and perfect for crack prevention (it can hold a crack of 1-2cm).
Thanks to Asia collection, technique and charm become one single thing.

ABOUT THE COMPANY

TE C H N I C A L F E A T U R E S

Asia has caught the imagination of the whole world with its
unique forms and colors. The birth of human’s culture has
taken place in this flourishing continent, where men’s heart
materialized the passion for the spirit.

In few years Texam Home, thanks to its creative philosophy based on
“Research never ends”, has become a leading brand on the high-end of
wallcovering’s market. Infact, our brand embodies a resume of innovative high technology, exclusive materials and a unique style, that stands
out from the masses.
This harmonic mix permits, every year, to create remarkable and cutting-edge products, which express themselves in timeless astonishing
collections. Another essential aspect of Texam Home’s creations is the
feeling that the material gives; it is perceived as something completely
natural and organic, avoiding any industrial effect. All the wallpaper’s
surfaces are designed to obtain a three dimensional effect, to reshape
rooms and locations, in order to nullify the optical barrier of the wall,
giving vitality to the whole space thanks to a perception of infinity.
The technical skills, unified with the brilliant innovations, brought by
a qualified creative team, ensure to the customers top level products,
which are always precursors of fashion in the wallcovering’s world.
Made in Italy by:

www.texamhome.com • export@texamhome.com • +35924916565
Floor 3, 21B Moskovska Str. 1000 SOFIA - Bulgaria
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AS218

64 cm /25.2” → | ←
95 cm / 37.4” (±3%)
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AS118

16 cm / 6.3” → | ←

AS126

95 cm / 37.4”(±3%)

PLAIN

0 cm / 0” → | 0
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95 cm / 37.4”(±3%)

STAR

STRIPE

AS155

AS132

AS151
64 cm /25.2” → | ←

0 cm / 0” → | 0
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AS137

95 cm / 37.4” (±3%)

95 cm / 37.4” (±3%)

64 cm /25.2” → | ←

GEOMETRIC

AS142

AS144
95 cm / 37.4” (±3%)
AS143

AS245

AS248

AS246

The portrayed colours may differ from reality

